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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to your Stargazing LIVE Event Pack! We hope that you 
are going to have a huge amount of fun at your stargazing event 
whatever the weather, but to help make it extra stellar, the 
Stargazing LIVE team has put together this pack of extra activities 
and ideas. If you signed up through the BBC’s Things To Do website 
you will have received this pack along with a bundle of the all-new 
Stargazing LIVE Star and Moon Guides and a collection of our 
special Planetary Activity Cards – nine to collect!

WEATHER CONTINGENCY
Our Stargazing LIVE partners have come up with 
some great event ideas such as sidewalk astronomy, 
star parties, guided cycle rides and bird or bat-
watching combined astronomy sessions! However, 
you’ll need to consider the possibility that you won’t 
have perfect, clear stargazing weather for the night  
of your event. Keep an eye on BBC Weather to see 
the latest forecast at bbc.co.uk/weather

Mark Thompson will also be bringing special Space 
Weather reports across the three nights of the 
live programme on 16, 17, 18 January on BBC Two 
between 8 and 9.30pm (8.30-10pm on Monday  
16 January).

There are plenty of ideas for activities you can  
run outside which don’t depend on a clear sky.  
In the worst case scenario the heavens open, so 
you’ll need to consider indoor activity too. We’ve 
included some ideas in this pack to get you started.

PRACTICAL THINGS TO PROVIDE
Even with perfect stargazing weather there are a 
number of things you should either try to provide  
or encourage people to bring to the event:

•  Warm clothes and a hat and gloves.

• Hot drinks – these can really boost people’s 
enjoyment and allow longer sessions outdoors.

• Red light torches/red cellophane to stick onto 
torches – allow you to see without hindering your 
night vision.

• Telescope or binoculars.

• Deck chairs or camping chairs.

• A TV set to screen the live show and your  
Stargazing LIVE DVD.

• Copies of the Stargazing LIVE Star and Moon Guide.

SAFETY
Put some simple measures in place to keep people 
safe and allow them to enjoy your event with peace 
of mind.

• If you are using an indoor space, make sure everyone 
knows where the fire exits are, and where to meet 
outside if there is an evacuation.

• Make sure that any steps outside are lit  
where possible.

• If you have children at your event please  
make parents aware that they should not be  
left unattended.

 “Over 400 budding astronomers 
descended on our event with an 
infectious enthusiasm to discover  
the wonders of the night sky through 
our telescopes. The excitement and 
eagerness to learn, especially from  
the youngsters, was heartwarming.  
We all wore the widest grins by the  
end of a stellar evening.” 

Martin Andrews, Maidenhead 
Astronomical Society

http://www.bbc.co.uk/weather


  

PLANETARY ACTIVITY CARDS
We’ve prepared a set of nine Stargazing LIVE 
Planetary Activity Cards and included some simple 
instructions. The tips in this pack should help you 
make the most of these activities. There are also 
some additional ideas you might like to try. You can 
download all these cards and our exoplanet poster  
at bbc.co.uk/stargazing

See the big picture
The back of each Planetary Activity Card contains  
a portion of a specially commissioned image of  
an exoplanet, a planet which orbits a distant star. 
Astronomers have discovered more than 700 of these 
planets in recent years with more being discovered all 
the time. As they are so far away we cannot see what 
these planets actually look like so we asked scientific 
illustrator Greg Smye-Rumsby to create an image 
based on our best ideas. 

“ C ircling a distant Sun-like star we see a super-Earth 
accompanied by two dark, rugged moons. Slightly 
more massive than Earth this planet has larger oceans: 
its thick atmosphere partly shielding the surface 
from the star’s radiation. Water vapour in the heavy 
atmosphere yields huge lightning bolts and sprites 
while at the planet’s poles aurorae reveal evidence of 
the new world’s magnetic field generated by its molten 
core. Land can be seen on the night-side no doubt 
being buffeted by hurricane speed winds and torrential 
rain that falls slightly faster than on Earth. The days are 
a little longer than on Earth, allowing the planet to cool 
during its night.”

Planetary facts
Each card also contains some basic stats about one 
of the planets of the Solar System. If you collect all 
nine you not only get to see the whole picture, but 
can also have a quick game of planetary trumps! If 
you have a smartphone, you can scan the ‘QR Code’ 
on the card (black and white square pattern at the 
bottom) which will take you to a BBC webpage with 
in-depth information about the planet on your card.

“W e are really excited about the 
opportunity to be involved with 
Stargazing LIVE again – the 2011 
event was the biggest event we  
have ever organised and everyone  
who got involved enjoyed it.” 

Peter Campbell Burns, Farnham 
Astronomical Society

Image credit: Exoplanet by Greg Smye-Rumsby.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/stargazing


VIEWING THE SUN 

THREE THINGS YOU MUST REMEMBER
There are three things to remember about viewing  
the Sun:

1  Never look directly at the Sun

2   Never use any instruments like binoculars, 
telescopes or cameras to view the Sun directly

3   Doing either can permanently damage
your eyes

HOW TO WATCH A SOLAR ECLIPSE SAFELY
It’s not all bad news. You can safely watch a solar 
eclipse by using:

• Pinhole cameras

• Eclipse glasses

• Solarscopes

WHERE CAN I GET THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT?
You can buy eclipse glasses and solarscopes from 
various retailers (see below for safety tips).

HOW SHOULD I USE MY  
ECLIPSE GLASSES?
Eclipse glasses let you look directly at the Sun. 
Remember not to look at the Sun before wearing  
the glasses, and always:

• Test them with a bright light to make sure they’re 
authentic and not faulty

• Check they’ve got the “CE” safety mark

• Place the glasses over your eyes before turning 
to the Sun

WHAT’S A SOLARSCOPE?
A solarscope is a handy device that projects the solar 
image onto a screen for safe viewing. The more 
affordable versions come as a cardboard unit.

Solarscopes can be a bit pricey, but they’re a  
great way for a few people to share the solar  
eclipse experience.

IS IT SAFE TO LOOK AT THE SUN DURING  
A TOTAL ECLIPSE?
The only time it is safe to look directly at the Sun during 
a solar eclipse is during totality. Totality is when the 
Sun is totally covered by the Moon, and most sunlight 
is blocked.

As soon as a crescent of light emerges, the danger to 
your eyes returns. The only way to stay safe is to:

• Keep wearing your solar eclipse glasses; or

• Continue using your pinhole camera or 
solarscope at all times

WHEN AND WHERE IS THE NEXT  
TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE?
The next total solar eclipse is in November 2012,  
and can be seen from the Southern Hemisphere.

WHY IT’S WORTH TESTING YOUR 
EQUIPMENT IN ADVANCE
An eclipse is a rare event, and especially exciting  
for photographers. So it makes sense to test your 
equipment the day before, so you are well-prepared  
for those crucial eclipse moments.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
To learn more about safely viewing the Sun, read the 
NASA Eye Safety Guidelines.

HOW TO PHOTOGRAPH THE SUN SAFELY
Remember never to point an unprotected camera lens 
at the Sun. This can cause permanent damage to the 
camera and, more importantly, your eyes.

WHAT KIND OF CAMERA DO I NEED?
Luckily, you can use almost any kind of camera with 
manual controls to capture a solar eclipse.

Want to produce the largest possible image of the 
Sun? Then a lens with a fairly long focal length is 
recommended. For any particular focal length, the 
diameter of the Sun’s image is approximately equal  
to the focal length divided by 109.

http://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEhelp/safety.html


WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT  
CHOOSING LENSES?
To learn more about the choice of lenses and the 
images you’ll photograph using them, visit NASA’s  
web page on Solar Eclipse Photography.

WHY DO I NEED AN OFFICIAL PROTECTIVE 
MYLAR FILTER?
To take photos during an eclipse, you will have to  
use an official protective mylar filter. Do not be tempted  
to create your own reproduction, even if you can 
source mylar. It is unlikely to be the right density or 
quality required.

Remember, you must use this filter with a low-to-
medium speed film or ISO setting for digital cameras 
(ISO 50 to 100).

HOW CAN I WORK OUT THE  
CORRECT EXPOSURE?
The easiest way to work out the correct exposure is  
to carry out a test on the uneclipsed Sun. Here’s a 3 
Step Guide:

1   Using your mylar filter, take some shots of the 
mid-day Sun at a fixed aperture (f/8 to f/16) 
using every shutter speed between 1/1000  
and 1/4 second

2   Then note the best exposures and use these 
settings to photograph all the partial phases.  
The Sun’s surface brightness remains constant 
throughout the eclipse, so no exposure 
compensation is necessary, except for the 
narrow crescent phases. This may require two 
more stops

3   You may also need to make adjustments for 
haze or cloud interference

WHAT’S THE BEST WAY TO PHOTOGRAPH  
A TOTAL ECLIPSE?
The next total eclipse of the Sun is not until November 
2012. During totality, you can improve your images by 
removing your solar filter. The brightness from the Sun 
at this point during eclipse is much reduced and the 
filter can hinder your view.

If you photograph the Sun during totality, you may be 
able to see its corona:

• The corona looks like a white atmosphere 
glowing around the Sun

• The inner corona is much brighter than the  
outer corona

To give yourself the best chance of catching all these 
elements, you will need to:

• Take a variety of photos with different  
camera settings

• Practice before the event by choosing one 
aperture or f/number, and bracket the exposures 
over a range of shutter speeds

HOW TO CAPTURE THAT  
UNFORGETTABLE SHOT
Photographing a solar eclipse is a fantastic challenge, 
and a great way to develop your photography skills.  
To give yourself the best chance of capturing that 
unforgettable shot, test all the ranges of your 
equipment beforehand.

And remember it’s a race against the clock during 
totality. The most time you will get to photograph the 
corona is about seven minutes. It’s usually less than 
this so:

• Be organised

• Keep your wits about you

• Enjoy the Sun safely

Credit: Written by Peter Lawrence.

http://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEhelp/SEphoto.html


PLANETARY ACTIVITY CARDS
Each card contains facts about an object in our Solar System.  
For reference, the distance between the Sun and the Earth is defined 
as one astronomical unit or AU. The values shown for gravity and mass 
are relative to the gravity and mass of the Earth.

1   Open the cereal box at the 
top and stick the white card 
to the inside at the bottom. 
This will be the viewing area.

 2   Remove the two small tabs 
at the top of the box and cut 
4cm from each end of the 
two larger flaps.

 3   Fold the remaining flaps 
together and stick with tape, 
leaving two rectangular 
holes A and B.

4   Place the foil over hole A 
and secure with tape.

5   Carefully pierce the middle 
of the foil with a pin – be sure 
to make only a small hole!

 6   Stand with your back to the 
Sun, allowing the light to 
enter though the pin hole.

 7   Look in through hole B and 
see an image of the Sun on 
the bottom of the box!

SOLAR VIEWER
You should NEVER look 
directly at the Sun, but 
using this viewer you’ll 
be able to see our closest 
star safely. You’ll need: 
Cereal box, white card or 
paper (same size as base 
of box), foil, tape and pin.

FACTS ABOUT THE SUN
Gravity: 28 (Earth = 1)
Planets: 8 in orbit
Mass: 333,000 (Earth = 1)
Size: 110 times wider 
than Earth

B. Look 
in here

A. Foil

CARD 1/9
See the Big 
Picture, visit 
bbc.co.uk/
stargazing

CARD 1/9

To run this activity, you will need  
a selection of cereal or similar 
boxes or some card which can  
be folded into a box shape.

The Sun needs to be shining brightly 
to get the best out of the Solar 
Viewer, so people might not get a 
chance to use them at your event. 
They are fun to make though and 
you should point out that they will 
come in handy for viewing the 
Transit of Venus on 5 and 6 June 
2012 when the planet Venus will 
travel across the face of the Sun.

To discover more about solar 
projection download the Stargazing 
LIVE Guide to Viewing the Sun 
Safely at bbc.co.uk/stargazing

You’ll need: A shallow dish 
at least 30cm square, flour, 
cocoa powder, pebbles of 
various sizes. Warning: This 
can get messy!
1   Fill the dish with 3-4cm 

of flour.
 2   Sprinkle a little of the 

cocoa on the surface. 
(This will make the impacts 
more visible.)

 3   Pick out one of the smallest 
pebbles and drop it (not 
throw) from eye level into 
the flour to make a crater.

4   Next drop a medium-sized 
pebble from the same 
height. What is different 
about the crater formed?

 5   Now drop the largest pebble 
from the same height.

 6   Compare the craters made 
by each pebble.

METEOROID, METEOR 
OR METEORITE?
Meteoroids are pieces 
of dust or rock fl oating 
through space. If they 
enter the Earth’s 
atmosphere and start 
to burn up, they become 
a meteor (or shooting 
star). If they hit the ground 
without burning up, 
craters are formed and 
they become meteorites. 
Here’s how to make your 
own crater!

FACTS ABOUT MERCURY
Gravity: 0.38 (Earth = 1)
Moons: 0
Mass: 0.055 (Earth = 1)
Distance from Sun: 0.4 AU 
(Astronomical Unit)

CARD 2/9
See the Big 
Picture, visit 
bbc.co.uk/
stargazing

CARD 2/9

This is a fun activity, but it can get 
pretty messy as the flour tends to 
get everywhere! You might want 
to put down a plastic sheet or 
similar and provide a dustpan and 
brush to help tidy up.

This activity is included on the 
Mercury card because Mercury  
has the most visible craters of the 
planets in our Solar System.

Choose the right container for this 
– it needs to have fairly steep sides 
to contain the flour. A cat litter tray 
is perfect, but make sure it is clean!

You might like to try carefully 
throwing the stones at an angle to 
represent the way a meteor travels 
through the atmosphere, and note  
if this makes any difference to the 
shape of the crater – you could  
be surprised!

Image credits: 
The Sun on card 1 courtesy of Pete Lawrence.
Planetary images on cards 2-9 courtesy of NASA/JPL.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/stargazing


LOO ROLL SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
Make a scale model of 
the Solar System using 
one sheet of loo roll as 
10,000,000 miles! 
1   The first sheet is the Sun.
 2   Unroll 3.6 sheets, here is 

Mercury! Use a picture of 
the planet or suggested 
object to mark the place.

 3   Roll out 3.1 more sheets 
(6.7 in total) – this is Venus. 
Mark the spot!

4   Keep going until you get all 
the way to Neptune.

FACTS ABOUT VENUS
Gravity: 0.9 (Earth = 1)
Moons: 0
Mass: 0.815 (Earth = 1)
Distance from Sun: 0.7 AU

CARD 3/9
See the Big 
Picture, visit 
bbc.co.uk/
stargazing

Planet / Sheets from Sun / 
Sheets from previous object / 
Object

Mercury / 3.6 / 3.6 / 
Peppercorn

Venus / 6.7 / 3.1 / 
Cherry tomato

Earth / 9.3 / 2.6 / 
Cherry tomato

Mars / 14.1 / 4.8 / Blueberry

Jupiter / 48.4 / 34.3 / 
Watermelon

Saturn / 88.7 / 40.3 / 
Large grapefruit

Uranus / 178.7 / 90 / Apple

Neptune / 279.7 / 101 / Lime

CARD 3/9

This is a great activity to get 
people thinking both about  
the difference in the size of the 
planets in our Solar System, but 
also how far away they are from 
each other.

Get one person to be the Sun and 
hold the end of the roll (you can  
ask them to wear a sun hat and 
shades!). Ask the audience if they 
can remember which planet comes 
next. The person who gets it right 
can stand on the spot and hold  
the piece of fruit or spice that 
represents that planet! Keep going 
until you get all the way to Neptune.

Make sure you use a roll with at 
least 280 sheets if you want to get 
all the way to the end of the Solar 
System, otherwise you may need 
two rolls!

It is worth noting that the distances 
between the planets are to scale 
and separately the size of the 
planets are to scale. However, they 
are different scales! If the planets 
were placed at the correct distance 
in relation to the size of the fruits, 
you would need more than 2km of 
loo roll between Neptune (the Lime) 
and your Sun!

You can also see this activity in  
a Stargazing Challenge video, 
produced by Blue Peter, at 
bbc.co.uk/stargazing

1   Can you see the eight main 
stars in Orion (Fig 1)?

If you can see Orion, try 
counting the stars you 
can see around the eight 
main stars.

 2   Can you see our galaxy the 
Milky Way (Fig 2)?

This means your skies are 
very dark!

 3   Try this again when visiting 
another location and 
compare the results.

4   Visit bbc.co.uk/stargazing 
and follow the link to 
Dark Sky Discovery to find 
your nearest dark sky site. 
You can even nominate 
your area!

HOW DARK IS YOUR SKY?
Light pollution can be a 
problem because it makes 
it difficult to see the stars. 
You can work out how dark 
your sky is by looking for 
two features in the night 
sky. Use the charts in 
the Star Guide on the 
Stargazing website to help 
find them. You’ll need a 
clear night to try this. 

FACTS ABOUT EARTH
Gravity: 1
Moons: 1
Mass: 1
Distance from Sun: 1 AU

CARD 4/9
See the Big 
Picture, visit 
bbc.co.uk/
stargazing

 1 2

FIG 1: ORION FIG 2: MILKY WAY

CARD 4/9

To see all of the wonders of the 
night sky you need to find a dark 
spot away from artificial lights and 
light pollution. Most light pollution 
comes from badly adjusted street 
lighting and flood-lit buildings.

We have worked with Dark Sky 
Discovery to come up with this 
activity which is based on their 
scale for identifying a Dark Sky Site 
which is an area where it is dark 
enough to have a good look  
at the night sky.

The UK Dark Sky Discovery 
partnership is a network of national 
and local astronomy and 
environmental organisations who 
aim to get as many people as 
possible enjoying the night sky – 
just like BBC Stargazing LIVE! You 
can follow the link to their website 
from bbc.co.uk/stargazing to find 
out more, and even nominate a spot 
near to you as a Dark Sky Site.

Why not see if you can organise  
a local ‘switch off’ of lights to 
coincide with your stargazing event. 
Stargazing LIVE will be switching 
off lights at locations across the 
country as part of this year’s 
programme and the resulting 
darkness really can make all the 
difference to the objects you can 
see in the night sky.

Remember, it can take around 20 
minutes for your eyes to adjust to 
the dark before you get the best 
views, and do avoid using a light  
as long as it’s safe or your eyes will 
have to adjust again! A red torch is 
useful as this won’t ruin your night 
vision, a rear bike light will also do 
the trick. 

Image credits: 
Planetary images on cards 2-9 courtesy of NASA/JPL.
Orion on card 4 and image on card 6 courtesy of Pete Lawrence.
Milky Way on card 4 courtesy of Martin Morgan-Taylor.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/stargazing


CARD 5/9

The night sky is full of 
constellations you can re-create 
on the ground in this activity! 
We’ve made it easy for you by 
collecting a selection of them  
in the Stargazing LIVE Star and 
Moon Guide.

You can make your constellations 
bigger, depending on how much 
space you have, and it may take a 
bit of playing around to get them 
looking just right.

Why not try taking a photo of your 
starry display?

You could also try this inside in  
a dark room but you may need  
to swap tealights for bike lights.

CARD 6/9

Why not invite a photographic 
group to your event to give some 
hands-on advice?

It’s really easy to get started with 
photographing the night sky 
without any expensive equipment. 
Even a pocket digital camera can 
get good results with a little care.

If you have some telescopes at  
your event, why not let people  
have a go at taking pictures through 
the eye piece with their digital 
camera? They might be amazed  
by the results!

For more in-depth instructions 
watch Mark Thompson’s How-to 
video at bbc.co.uk/stargazing 

Why not upload your pictures to our 
Flickr group, share them with other 
stargazers and swap tips on getting 
great shots of the sky?

4   Pace out the distance to 
the next star in Orion and 
place another bag here, 
with another lit tealight.

 5   When you have completed 
all eight stars, stand back 
and admire Orion!

 6   Try using the Stargazing 
LIVE Star Guide from the 
website to create more 
constellations. 

WALK AMONG 
THE STARS
Using tealights, brown 
paper bags and some 
sand or soil, you can 
recreate a constellation 
on the ground. 
!    Adult supervision is 

recommended.
1   Go outside and choose a 

dark spot – a slight slope is 
good too.

 2   Fill your bags with enough 
sand to weigh them down.

 3   Place a tealight in one 
bag on top of the sand 
and light it.

FACTS ABOUT MARS
Gravity: 0.38 (Earth = 1)
Moons: 2 – Deimos and 
Phobos
Mass: 0.107 (Earth = 1)
Distance from Sun: 1.5 AU

CARD 5/9
See the Big 
Picture, visit 
bbc.co.uk/
stargazing

3 steps

3 steps

2.5 steps

2 steps2 steps

3.5 steps

3 steps

ORION

4   Adjust the aperture: If 
you can, set the camera’s 
f-number to the smallest 
possible (this lets in 
more light).

 5   Set the zoom: Make sure 
you are zoomed out to the 
fullest extent.

 6   Adjust the sensitivity: 
Higher ISO number = more 
sensitivity and easier to 
capture faint objects. (If the 
ISO is set too high you may 
get digital ‘noise’, which can 
ruin your picture.)

For more advice, download our 
guide to photographing the 
night sky from bbc.co.uk/
stargazing

PHOTOGRAPH THE 
NIGHT SKY
Most digital cameras are 
capable of capturing basic 
shots of the stars.
1   Use a tripod or rest your 

camera on something solid 
to stop camera shake.

 2   Set the focus: Turn off 
autofocus as it won’t work 
well in the dark, and set the 
focus to infinity. (∝)

 3   Refine the focus: Point 
your camera at a bright star 
and adjust the focus until it 
looks sharp.

FACTS ABOUT JUPITER
Gravity: 2.64 (Earth = 1)
Moons: 64 known – the 
largest are Ganymede, 
Calisto, Io and Europa
Mass: 318 (Earth = 1)
Distance from Sun: 5.2 AU

CARD 6/9
See the Big 
Picture, visit 
bbc.co.uk/
stargazing

SEVEN SISTERS NGC7000

Image credits: Astrophotography courtesy of Nigel A Ball.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/stargazing


1   Remove the lid from the 
empty tube and pour in two 
teaspoons (10ml) of water.

 2   Drop half a tablet into the 
canister and close the 
lid sharpish!

 3   Quickly place the rocket on 
a flat surface CAP SIDE 
DOWN and STAND BACK 
at least 2 metres.

4   After 10 seconds, your rocket 
should launch into the sky!

 5   If not, leave it for at least 30 
seconds before retrieving it.

MAKE YOUR OWN 
ROCKET!
Rockets need fuel to power 
them through the Earth’s 
atmosphere. Here’s how 
to make a simple rocket 
powered by carbon 
dioxide. You’ll need: 
A tube of fizzy vitamin 
tablets (or film canister), 
water, eye protection.
!    Children should be 

supervised for this activity. 
Wear eye protection 
and go outside – it can 
get sticky! 

CARD 7/9
See the Big 
Picture, visit 
bbc.co.uk/
stargazing

Fizzy vitamin

Cap down

FACTS ABOUT SATURN
Gravity: 1.16 (Earth = 1)
Moons: 62 confi rmed, 
including Titan and 
Enceladus
Mass: 95 (Earth = 1)
Distance from Sun: 9.6 AU

CARD 7/9

This is surprisingly fun for people 
of all ages!

Vitamin tubes are easy to get hold 
of, but you can also use:

• The plastic middle of chocolate 
eggs (you need to make sure the 
two halves are separate).

• Plastic film canisters (you need 
the type with the lids that fit inside 
the tube as this gives a good 
seal). These are getting more 
difficult to find but your local 
chemist or photo shop should  
be able to help you.

You’ll need to experiment with the 
exact amount of water to put in for 
best results.

What generates the pressure? 
Effervescent tablets and powders 
contain sodium bicarbonate  
and citric acid. Added to water,  
they mix to produce bubbles of 
colourless carbon dioxide gas.  
This mixes with the air contained  
in the tube, the gas builds up and 
pressure inside rises. Eventually, 
the force of the gas escaping 
downwards gives the tube a mighty 
shove upwards.

You can also see this activity in  
a Stargazing Challenge video, 
produced by Blue Peter, at  
bbc.co.uk/stargazing

around Polaris and never set 
below the horizon.

 3   Use yellow dots to create 
seasonal constellations 
(whose visibility vary with 
the time of year) and join 
the stars with the long thin 
stickers and label.

4   Once complete, you can 
use your mini planetarium 
to help you stargaze! 

MINI PLANETARIUM
Make your own guide to 
the night sky and stay 
dry! You’ll need a dark six 
panel umbrella, sticky 
white and yellow dots, 
long thin stickers.
1   Open your umbrella. 

The centre represents 
the North Star (Polaris).

 2   Use the diagram to help 
mark out constellations 
with white dots to create 
Ursa Minor, The Plough 
and Cassiopeia. These are 
circumpolar constellations, 
which appear to rotate 

FACTS ABOUT URANUS
Gravity: 0.89 (Earth = 1)
Moons: 27 known, 
including Titania, Oberon, 
Umbriel, Ariel and Miranda
Mass: 14.5 (Earth = 1)
Distance from Sun: 19.2 AU

CARD 8/9
See the Big 
Picture, visit 
bbc.co.uk/
stargazing

Cassiopeia

Pisces

Gemini

The Plough

Virgo

Ursa Minor

Sagittarius

Polaris

UMBRELLA MINI PLANETARIUM

CARD 8/9

You’ll need to provide or ask 
attendees to bring some dark-
coloured, six panel umbrellas  
for this activity.

If you can find them, glow-in-the-
dark sticker dots would make this 
work even better!

This is a great activity to repeat  
at different times of year as the 
skies change.

With thanks to Dan Hillier of  
Dark Sky Discovery Network  
for this activity.

Image credits: 
Planetary images on cards 2-9 courtesy of NASA/JPL.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/stargazing


1   Cut the card into three 
pieces that each measure 
2.5cm x 13cm. 

 2   Tape two of the pieces 
together into a hoop. 
Make sure you overlap 
the ends to help make a 
good hoop shape.

 3   Use the last strip to make 
a smaller hoop.

4   Tape the hoops to the ends 
of the straw, as shown.

 5   Launch your glider into the 
planetary atmosphere and 
watch it glide!

HOOP ATMOSPHERE 
GLIDER
Scientists are looking at 
new ways to explore other 
planets, and some probes 
have been designed to 
glide through the planetary 
atmosphere. Try making 
your own gliding probe!
You will need: A drinking 
straw (non-bendable), an 
index card or sheet of stiff 
paper and a ruler.

FACTS ABOUT NEPTUNE
Gravity: 1.14 (Earth = 1)
Moons: 13 known, 
including Triton
Mass: 17 (Earth = 1)
Distance from Sun: 30 AU

CARD 9/9
See the Big 
Picture, visit 
bbc.co.uk/
stargazing
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This glider will work best if you 
make sure the hoops are really 
well-shaped by overlapping the 
edges of the card when  
making them.

You’ll need to supply plenty of 
drinking straws (the type that don’t 
bend in the middle) and a good 
stock of card and sticky tape; index 
cards work well.

Why not decorate the hoops on  
the glider?

Experiment with different throwing 
styles and power when launching 
your glider.

Why not have a competition to see 
whose glider can stay in the air for 
the longest or travel the furthest?



EXTRA IDEAS TO MAKE  
YOUR EVENT SPARKLE…
The Stargazing LIVE Star and Moon Guide is full of tips on things 
to look at if skies are clear, and, as you’ve just read, our nine 
collectable Planetary Activity Cards have plenty of suggestions for 
things to do if your stargazing event is cloudy, wet or even snowy! 
But if you’re still looking for ideas to make your event sparkle, 
read on!

If you have indoor activities, how about a star 
themed music playlist? You could ask people  
for their suggestions in advance. There are plenty 
of popular music songs about the skies, or if you  
like classical music how about Holst’s The Planets 
suite? You could even play excerpts from star-
themed songs and ask people to guess the artist 
and title. Don’t forget to make the most of the BBC 
Stargazing LIVE resources online, you could play 
our Audio Guides to the night sky, download them 
at bbc.co.uk/stargazing

If you’re holding a public stargazing event registered 
with BBC Things to Do you’ll also receive a Stargazing 
LIVE DVD with some great content that you can screen 
at your events.

If you’re looking for an extra activity, how about  
holding a stargazing quiz? We’ve put some sample 
questions together. 

If you have an overhead projector you could copy 
diagrams from the Stargazing LIVE Star and Moon 
Guide and play ‘guess the constellations’. 

SAMPLE STARGAZING LIVE QUIZ 
QUESTIONS (ANSWERS AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE)

1  How many planets are there in our Solar System?

2   Which of the planets in our Solar System has the 
most moons?

3   What is the astronomical name for the North Star, 
the star positioned above the North Pole?

4   The constellation Ursa Major, which can be found 
by looking north in the winter months, is in the 
shape of which animal?

5   The constellation Cassiopeia appears in the sky 
in the shape of which letter of the alphabet?

6   Planet Earth is part of our galaxy, the Milky Way. 
But what’s the name of our next nearest  
large galaxy?

7  Mars has two moons, can you name them?

8  How many astronauts have landed on the Moon?

9   How long does it take our Moon to go through a 
complete set of phases, from new to full moon?

10   What is the difference between a meteor and 
a meteorite?

QUIZ ANSWERS

1 Eight! Pluto was a planet until 2006 when it was reclassified as a dwarf planet, or planetoid. 2 Jupiter! It has 64 discovered 

moons. The four largest, discovered by Galileo, are Io, Calisto, Europa and Ganymede and can be seen using binoculars on a clear 

night. 3 Polaris. 4 A bear. Ursa Major is better known as The Great Bear. If you look to the left in the winter sky you’ll see Ursa 

Minor, The Little Bear. 5 A letter W! 6 The Andromeda Galaxy. It’s two million light years away and is visible in our night sky. 

7 Phobos and Deimos. 8 12. NASA has launched six successful missions in all to the moon. The last, Apollo 17, was in 1972. 

These 12 astronauts are among only 24 people to actually see the far side of the Moon. 9 29.5 days. 10 Meteors are also known 

as ‘shooting stars’ and are pieces of dust or rock that start to burn up as they enter the earth’s atmosphere. If the rock falls to Earth 

it’s called a meteorite.



MAKE A CONSTELLATION – MAKE A SKY!
To help understand how ancient cultures created 
constellations and stories and made sense of the sky, 
you could make your own by flicking white paint at a 
large piece of dark paper. Don’t forget the aprons and 
to protect your floor! Once dry, look at the patterns 
made by the flicked paint, create a ‘constellation’ by 
joining the ‘stars’, then make a story to go with the 
constellation picture which can be written down or 
recorded. Get friends involved and join your pictures 
together to make a new sky. You could even stick  
them to the ceiling and lie back on a blanket to admire 
your handiwork. 

WHAT’S IT LIKE ON THE MOON? 
This activity needs some preparation but is worth the 
effort. Select a few places in the Solar System that are 
very different and using multi-sensory techniques take 
the group there. Each place needs a sound, a picture, 
an object and a ‘temperature’. This is a great way to get 
a feel for different objects in our Solar System and use 
your imagination.

Here are some examples:

Planet / Sound / Action using objects, temperature 
and location

Neptune / Howling winds / Handling frozen peas 
by a cold fan 

You could also put on a heavy rucksack to simulate  
the stronger force of gravity.

Europa (one of Jupiter’s moons) / Cracking ice / 
Plunging hands into a bowl of cold water

Europa’s liquid ocean could mean that simple 
organisms could exist that might lead to some  
form of life!

Venus / Gentle breeze / Spraying warm water in 
a bright, heated room

You could also walk backwards in circles! Did you 
know Venus is the only planet in the Solar System to 
turn clockwise if you were to fly up above and view the 
Solar System?

The Moon / Distorted radio signal / Strike a match to 
simulate gunpowder 

Scientists discovered this is the closest smell to that on 
the Moon! Pretend you’re an astronaut by listening to 
radio static at Ground Control.

You can source images from: www.nasaimages.org

And find space sounds at: solarsystem.nasa.gov/
multimedia/audio.cfm or

www.archive.org/details/opensource_audio

Take your group on a journey around the Solar System 
and discuss what different places might be like. 
Participants could respond by writing poems or 
stories, writing a space travel diary or you could even 
make a video of everyone’s experiences.

Why not visit the BBC Sky at Night and Stargazing 
LIVE Flickr group from bbc.co.uk/stargazing and 
see some of the amazing astrophotography being 
produced by amateurs and professionals everywhere? 
Don’t forget you must ask photographers for 
permission to use their work unless they have agreed 
use via Creative Commons. This is denoted on their 
photo page.

HUNGRY STARGAZERS
No stargazing event would be complete without 
something to eat or drink. How about making or baking 
star themed cakes or biscuits? You could make fairy 
cakes and top with star sprinkles, or even add them to 
hot chocolate, perfect for warming cold winter hands! 

STAR BISCUITS
Ingredients:
200g unsalted butter, at room temperature 
150g caster sugar 
2 tsp vanilla extract 
1 egg and 1 egg white 
300g plain flour, sifted 
Sugar crystals or silver balls to decorate

Cream the butter and sugar in the bowl of an electric 
mixer, or use a large bowl with a hand-held electric 
beater. Beat in the vanilla and egg, then add the flour. 
Beat until smooth, remove from the bowl, halve and 
shape into discs. Wrap with clingfilm and chill for about 
40 minutes until firm. Heat oven to 180C/fan 160C/gas 4.

Dust the work top with flour and roll out one portion  
of dough to 3mm thick. Cut stars or other shapes  
with cutters.

Line two baking sheets with non-stick baking paper 
and lift the cookies onto it using a palette knife. Chill for 
10 minutes and then bake for 10-12 minutes until just 
turning golden at the edges. Cool on a baking rack. 
When cool, brush lightly with egg white then sprinkle 
with silver balls or sugar crystals.

Makes around 40.

WHATEVER YOU DO, THANK YOU FOR 
BEING PART OF STARGAZING LIVE 2012, 
AND HAPPY STARGAZING!

Ideas for activities: Courtesy of Chris Cornerstone.
Recipe author/image: BBC Good Food.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/stargazing
http://www.nasaimages.org
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/multimedia/audio.cfm
http://www.archive.org/details/opensource_audio
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